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	Health Care Reform Simplified describes the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act of 2010. It translates the law’s complex language into terms that are easy to understand, explaining what the new law does, when its provisions take effect, and how to plan for individual, family, and business health coverage. This book outlines the financial impact of the law and how it affects businesses, insurers, hospitals, and doctors.


	Most important, this book gives consumers and employers the critical information for making informed choices about new options for private and public health insurance coverage. It also describes how the law interacts with Medicare and Medicaid. Finally, it looks at the potential roadblocks—political and judicial, as well as economic—that may derail some of the provisions. But with nearly half the Act's provisions in force already, there is no time to lose in understanding how this legislation affects U.S. health care providers and consumers today.

	
		Explains health reform in easy-to-understand terms
	
		Provides guidance on options for anyone buying health insurance, whether for family or employees
	
		Details the impact on businesses, medical professionals, and insurers 
	
		Charts the potential impact of political opposition to the act
	
		Explains who will pay for reform and where the cost savings lie—under both best and worst scenarios



	What you’ll learn

	
		The provisions of the new health care law.
	
		The options for families and individuals, and how to decide whether to keep existing insurance, switch to a different plan, or get new coverage at an exchange or co-op
	
		The mandates for having insurance coverage and the penalties for failing to comply
	
		New government subsidies and tax breaks for health care, and who qualifies for them
	
		Options for businesses, and how employers can decide whether to keep existing plans, purchase plans through exchanges, or provide vouchers to employees
	
		The impact of health care reform on hospitals, doctors, insurers, and patient care
	
		The roadblocks and potholes on the way to reform and how the law may change in the years to come



	Who this book is for


	Health Care Reform Simplified is an excellent resource for people who make health care decisions for their families, or for managers who make decisions about insurance coverage for employees. Health care professionals and those working in the insurance industry will also find it a useful overview of the changes that have occurred and those yet to come.
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Blog Design SolutionsFriends of Ed, 2006
Blogging has moved rapidly from being a craze to become a core feature of the Internet--from individuals sharing their thoughts with the world via online diaries, through fans talking about their favorite sports teams or music, right up to serious business minds discussing industry futures.
 
 And that includes you, right? If you haven't...
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Programming Microsoft .NETMicrosoft Press, 2002
This core reference provides a one-stop, definitive resource for building robust, Web-enabled software applications for the revolutionary Microsoft .NET development platform. Windows programming authority Jeff Prosise masterfully explains this new programming paradigm as he introduces readers to the .NET Framework and to the new...
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Baustatik in Beispielen (German Edition)Springer, 2011

	Ingenieurwissenschaftliche Zusammenhänge erschließen sich häufig erst bei der Bearbeitung konkreter Aufgaben. Genau an dieser Stelle setzt das Buch an: Es präsentiert die wesentlichen Gebiete der Statik von Stabtragwerken anhand von detailliert ausgearbeiteten Beispielen. Die Aufgaben können sowohl „von...
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Beginning Windows Phone 7 DevelopmentApress, 2010

	Microsoft is injecting new energy into the smart phone marketplace with the sophisticated Windows Phone 7. This new energy equates to new opportunities for you, the mobile developer. Beginning Windows Phone 7 Development has been written specifically to help you seize these opportunities and begin creating applications for this...
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Football Traumatology: Current Concepts: from Prevention to TreatmentSpringer, 2006

	Football is probably the most widespread sport in the world. Like many other sports football has undergone major changes. It has increased in intensity, speed, and other factors contributing to increased risks of traumatic injury. Footballers, trainers, and the sport's medical staff are asking for greater information on the traumatic...
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The Music of the Big Bang: The Cosmic Microwave Background and the New Cosmology (Astronomers' Universe)Springer, 2008
The cosmic microwave background radiation is the afterglow of the big bang: a tenuous signal, more than 13 billion years old, which carries the answers to many of the questions about the nature of our Universe. It was serendipitously discovered in 1964, and thoroughly investigated in the last four decades by a large number of experiments. Two...
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